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Level of Response Questions – P7 Studying the Universe 
 
General guidance 
• Write some keywords / phrases that relate to the question, before you write your answer. As you write 

your answer try to use these keywords / phrases appropriately. To get 5 or 6 you need to include the 
scientific language you have learnt and use it correctly. 

• Plan your answer using a mind map, or a table to help you to be sure you have fully answered the question. 

• Draw a diagram if you can to help to illustrate the main point(s). Add simple labels that might save you 
writing several whole sentences. This can help you get started. 

• To get the highest marks (5 or 6), check your spelling, punctuation and grammar. It may help to write in 
short sentences. Remember full stops and capital letters, and spell the key terms correctly. 

• In chapters where there are calculations, don’t be surprised if you have to do some calculation in the long 
answer questions. 

• Suggested key points are given at the end, for some of the questions. 
 

Naked eye Astronomy 

1. Astronomers have studied the movement of a variety of objects within the Solar System. Describe the 
apparent paths of some objects and explain how this relates to the actual movements of objects within 
the Solar System.   
 

2. Some astronomers study eclipses. Describe the movements that cause different eclipses and explain 
why they are so infrequent.  
 

3. The regular motion of objects within the Solar System can explain annual and daily cycles. Draw 
diagrams and describe the motions that result in day, night and the seasons.   

 
Telescopes (‘Light telescopes and Images’ and ‘The Astronomy Community’) 

4. Astronomers use telescopes to look into space. The earliest telescopes were ‘refracting telescopes’. 
Many modern telescopes are ‘reflectors’. Describe these two types of telescope and explain the 
advantages of reflecting telescopes. 
 

5. Reflection, refraction and diffraction can all be important effects in telescopes. Draw diagrams to 
illustrate what these words mean, and explain why these effects are important in telescope design.  
 

6. Modern telescopes are often built near existing telescopes. Describe the astronomical, environmental 
and social factors that should be considered when deciding where to build a telescope. 
 

7. Some telescopes are land based and some are sent into space. Compare the advantages of each. You 
should mention astronomical and other factors. 
 

8. Professional astronomers may travel internationally as part of their work. Describe the purposes of 
their international travel. Explain how this travel may help them to gather data and form explanations 
and test their theories. 
 

9. Astronomers need to know about the behaviour of electromagnetic waves. Describe the 
electromagnetic waves that an astronomer might know about and explain some common effects they 
should understand. 
 

Mapping the Universe 

10. In the early twentieth century, many astronomers thought that the Milky Way galaxy was the entire 
Universe. Describe how Cepheid variables in spiral nebula helped astronomers to challenge this view.  
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11. Astronomers currently describe the evolution of the Universe from its beginning with the Big Bang 
theory. How long ago was the Big Bang? Explain how observations of distant objects provide support 
the Big Bang Theory. 
 

12. The Hubble constant is an important measurement in astronomy. Describe how this can be measured 
and explain why it is difficult to be sure of its value.   
 

13. Radon gas can cause cancer, and many people in the UK live in areas of high radon concentration. 
Explain how radon can cause cancer and how you could minimise the risk is you live in a one of these 
areas. 

 
The Sun, the stars and their surroundings 

14. Astronomers need to understand different physical effects to understand how stars are formed and 
how they release energy. Describe how a star is formed and how it releases energy. 
 

15. Stars are not simply ‘hot balls of gas’. Describe the structure of a star and how energy flows through it 
and away from it. 

 
16. Astronomers believe that the Sun is a middle-aged star. Describe the changes that will happen to the 

Sun as it reaches the end of its life. How would the death of a much larger star be different? 
 

17. Astronomers claim to know a lot about some stars – the temperature of the surface, elements in it 
and much more. However all the information we have about a star is taken from measurements of the 
radiation that we receive from it. Describe the physics that allows astronomers to work out its 
temperature and the elements contained in a star using measurements of the radiation received from 
the star. 
 

Revise these diagrams, so you will be prepared to add labels to them and/or be able to use them to help you 
form descriptions or explanations: 
 

• Sun, Earth and Moon to explain eclipses 

• Orbit of Earth around Sun to explain seasons on Earth and seasonal stars 

• Convex lens focussing rays to form real image 

• Concave mirror focussing rays to form real image 

• Refraction of wavefronts (like you see on a ripple tank) – change in wavelength => change in speed 

• Diffraction of wavefronts (like you see on a ripple tank) – spreading of the beam on passing through a 
gap that’s similar in size to the wavelength 

• Dispersion of rays by prism or lens (different wavelengths/colours focussed at different distance from 
lens) 

• Parallax angle (Sun, Earth in its orbit, distant star) 
• Light spreading out from point source (intensity getting weaker as light spread over larger area; 

distance doubles, intensity falls to ¼ ; distance triples, intensity falls to 1/9; intensity prop to 
1/distance2)  

• Redshift/Hubble graph (so you can calculate the Hubble constant from it) 

• Graph showing spectra (intensity of the the different wavelengths/colours) of hotter and cooler stars 

• Emission / absorption spectra – to be able to choose which elements are in a star 

• Fusion to be able to link diagram to nuclear equation(s) 

• Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram – be able to identify type of star in each area of diagram (main 
sequence, red giant, supergiant, white dwarf) 

• Graphs of: pressure vs volume (at constant temperature); pressure vs temperature (for constant 
colume); volume vs temperature (for constant pressure) 

• Internal structure of a star (showing core, radiative zone, convective zone, photosphere) 
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Guidance / points for answers -  

 

Naked eye Astronomy 

1. Astronomers have studied the movement of a variety of objects within the Solar System. Describe the 
apparent paths of some objects and explain how this relates to the actual movements of objects within 
the Solar System.   

Diagram will really help. 

apparent path / motion actual movements 

Sun appears to move across sky in day, taking 
24 hours between noon and next noon. 

This is because we rotate on our axis.  

Sun is at its highest in the sky at noon, as our axis of rotation is inclined (to the plane 
in which we orbit the Sun). 

Moon appears to move across the sky This is because (a) we rotate on our axis 

Moon takes more than 24hrs between 
successive moonrises, and slides back (during 
the course of one night) relative the fixed 
stars.  

as it also is orbiting the Earth moving in the 
same sense as the Earth is rotating. 

Some planets appear to move forwards, 
backwards and then forwards again compared 
with the fixed stars (over a course of many 
nights) 

This is retrograde motion. We are overtaking 
these planets ‘on the inside track’. We see 
retrograde motion when we are passing the 
planet on the inside – i.e. our orbit is smaller 
and closer to the Sun, so we complete one 
orbit in much less time. 

Comets appear very infrequently  they have very elliptical orbits taking them 
very far away from the Sun and then sweeping 
in close to the Sun (where we can see them 
for a period of some weeks) 

A very good answer would cover three or four rows of the table, with well matched descriptions and 
explanations. 
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2. Some astronomers study eclipses. Describe the movements that cause different eclipses and explain 

why they are so infrequent.  
Diagram(s) will help 

Solar Eclipse Lunar Eclipse 

Can occur when the moon passes between the 
Sun and the Moon. 

 

Can occur when the Earth is between the Sun 
and the Moon, so the Moon passes through 
the shadow of the Earth 

This happens in the middle of the day. A small 
area of the Earth is in the Moon shadow at any 
one time. As the Earth rotates, this shadow 
passes over the surface of the Earth 

This occurs in the middle of the night at the 
phase of the Moon that is full Moon. 

It doesn’t happen every New Moon, as the 
orbital planes (of the Moon around the Earth, 
and the Earth around the Sun) are not the 
same. Also the Moon’s shadow is a cone, and 
sometimes the Moon is just far enough away 
for the ‘shadowcone’ to have tapered to 
nothing before it meets the Earth’s surface. 
The orbit of the Moon is not exactly circular, 
so its distance from the Earth varies a bit.    

It doesn’t happen every full moon as the plane 
of the Moon’s orbit around the Earth and 
plane of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun are 
not the same.  

A very good answer would probably explain something in each of the boxes above, or might explain 
thoroughly almost all boxes in the table. 
 

3. The regular motion of objects within the Solar System can explain annual and daily cycles. Draw 
diagrams and describe the motions that result in day, night and the seasons.   

Start with a diagram of Solar system from above to explain day and night. Earth rotates on its 
axis in 24 hrs. 
Draw a diagram ‘from the side’ showing the tilt of the Earth’s axis relative to its orbital plane. 
This explains the day being longer in summer and shorter in winter.  It also explains greater 
intensity of radiation arriving on the Earth’s surface for the summer hemisphere (facing more 
towards the Sun) than for the winter hemisphere (facing more away from the Sun). 
DON’T get confused – remember summer is NOT because the Earth is closer to the Sun at 
that time of its orbit (if that were the cause, then all the Earth (N and S hemisphere) would 
experience summer at the same time, and then all experience winter together at a different 
part of the orbit. Does that happen? NO.)  
 

Telescopes (‘Light telescopes and Images’ and ‘The Astronomy Community’) 
4. Astronomers use telescopes to look into space. The earliest telescopes were ‘refracting telescopes’. 

Many modern telescopes are ‘reflectors’. Describe these two types of telescope and explain the 
advantages of reflecting telescopes. 

Diagram of refracting telescope. Label objective and eyepiece lens (both convex). Perhaps show 
rays being focused by objective lens (you are NOT expected to be able to complete the path of 
the rays showing how they pass through the eyepiece into the eye).  
Diagram of reflecting telescope showing concave mirror and convex eyepiece lens. 
Reflecting telescope can be made with much bigger diameter mirror than the biggest diameter 
objective lens. Large diameter helps to show detail (better resolving power) as less diffraction 
(as gap is now much bigger than the wavelength). Bigger aperture also gathers more light (so 
makes brighter image, or enables fainter more distant objects to be seen). 
Lenses also absorb some of the light passing through them (worse the thinker the lens is), 
mirrors don’t lose as much light. Lenses also show chromatic aberration – were the different 
colours are focussed at different distances. 
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5. Reflection, refraction and diffraction can all be important effects in telescopes. Draw diagrams to 
illustrate what these words mean, and explain why these effects are important in telescope design.  

Draw ray diagrams and / or wavefront diagrams (wavefront diagrams are what you see in a 
ripple tank) 
of reflection - important in concave objective mirror, brings rays to focus. 
of refraction – by block of glass, showing change in path, and/or in convex lens; important for 
objective and eyepiece lens. 
Of diffraction (wavefront diagram better here) showing spreading of waves as they pass 
through the gap – quality: keep the wavelength of the waves constant, show the arc/spreading 
at the edge of the gap. 
 
 

6. Modern telescopes are often built near existing telescopes. Describe the astronomical, environmental 
and social factors that should be considered when deciding where to build a telescope. 
 

Astronomical factors Environmental factors social factors 

want low light pollution – far 

from human lighting (e.g. 

streetlighting) 

want low levels/frequency of 

cloud cover – for clear and 

frequent observing. Often top 

of high mountain is good 

mostly above cloud cover – 

some volcanic islands provide 

the best conditions – Hawaii, 

Canaries  

Some objects are only visible 

from N or from S hemisphere, 

so choose location according 

to what is to be observed 

To build telescope on top of 

high mountain may require 

new road to be built, for 

example destroying forest / 

animal habitat etc. 

Just in the news that they are 

going to blow the top off a 

mountain in Chile to build a 

telescope there; they need a 

flat surface, so they are using 

explosives to flatten the top 

of the mountain. Millions of 

tons of rock to be moved, 

CO2 emissions from 

equipment (diggers etc) being 

used. 

Telescope may be built far 

from final installation location, 

so CO2 emissions from 

transporting it around the 

globe. 

Telescope may provide high 

tech jobs (e.g. maintenance 

staff etc) in poor 

area/country. 

Astronomers may have to 

spend long periods living away 

from home/family – do you 

provide recreation facilities 

on site or expect them to 

travel long distances on small 

mountain roads to visit local 

towns etc 
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7. Some telescopes are land based and some are sent into space. Compare the advantages of each. You 
should mention astronomical and other factors. 

 

  advantages of land based 

telescopes 

advantages of space based telescopes  

astronomical 

factors 

telescope can easily be made 

very large diameter – so has 

good resolution and can see 

distant/faint objects 

can use parts of em spectrum that are 

absorbed by the atmosphere – e.g. X-

ray, gamma, UV 

image not affected by light pollution 

image not affected by atmospheric 

disturbance 

other factors relatively easy to repair a fault / 

make modifications / 

improvements  if the telescope 

is land based 

much cheaper to build that a 

space based telescope 

 

 

 

8. Professional astronomers may travel internationally as part of their work. Describe the purposes of 
their international travel. Explain how this travel may help them to gather data and form explanations 
and test their theories. 

Gathering Data Forming Explanations and testing theories 

Astronomers may visit the telescope that they 

are building or using, so they have detailed 

knowledge of its limitations and how to get 

the best from it (NOT part of the answer to 

this question although often astronomers do 

use telescopes remotely). 

If they are at an observatory, they may be able 

to get access to the data more immediately, 

and perhaps react to the data they have 

already and change what else they want the 

telescope to look at.  

If they are at an observatory, they will 

probably be with other astronomers, so they 

can spend time discussing ideas and data with 

other experts in their field. 

They may travel to international conferences 

at which they listen to presentations or give 

presentations themselves. They may be asked 

tough questions that help them to test their 

own ideas. 

Hearing other astronomers’ ideas/data may 

help them to create their own new ideas. 
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9. Astronomers need to know about the behaviour of electromagnetic waves. Describe the 
electromagnetic waves that an astronomer might know about and explain some common effects they 
should understand. 

EM spectrum 
Radio (longest wavelength, so diffracts a lot – see below), microwave, infra-red, visible, 
ultraviolet, X-ray, gamma (uv, X and gamma, strongly absorbed by atmosphere, so only 
observed by space based telescopes) 
 
Common effects 

• reflection – reflecting telescopes focus waves using concave mirror/reflector 
• refraction – optical telescopes use an eyepiece lens; refraction is the bending of waves 

as they pass from one medium (material) into another – this happens in lenses AND 
visible light is refracted a little by the atmosphere (differences in density of the air cause 
twinkling of stars and distortion of images) 

• diffraction – waves are diffracted when they pass through a gap that is similar in size to 
their wavelength. Diffraction of waves limits the resolution of a telescope – especially 
important with radio waves, as their wavelengths are very big, so the telescopes need to 
have very big diameter reflectors. Diffraction is also used to separate the different 
wavelengths of light – we use this to study the spectrum of a star or galaxy to work out 
the elements it contains and to know how fast it is moving away from us. 

 
Mapping the Universe 

10. In the early twentieth century, many astronomers thought that the Milky Way galaxy was the entire 
Universe. Describe how Cepheid variables in spiral nebulae helped astronomers to challenge this view.  

In early 20th century, Shapley studied nebulae (round ‘globular clusters’ and ‘spiral nebulae’). By 
studying Cepheid variables in them, he found that the globular clusters were about 100,000 ly 
away (the Milky Way is about 100,000 ly across). 
Curtis thought the spiral nebulae were far outside the Milky Way. Shapley thought they were 
part of the Milky Way. 
Then (in 1923) Hubble measured the distance to a Cepheid variable in the Andromeda nebula 
and found it was one million ly away. 
 
 

11. Astronomers currently describe the evolution of the Universe from its beginning with the Big Bang 
theory. How long ago was the Big Bang? Explain how observations of distant objects provide support 
the Big Bang Theory. 

 
 

12. The Hubble constant is an important measurement in astronomy. Describe how this can be measured 
and explain why it is difficult to be sure of its value.   

 
 

The Sun, the stars and their surroundings 

13. Astronomers need to understand different physical effects to understand how stars are formed and 
how they release energy. Describe how a star is formed and how it releases energy. 

Gravity 
A star forms from a cloud of gas (and dust). Every molecule in this cloud attracts all the others 
with a gravitational force. Slowly the molecules drift closer and closer. 
Compressing gases 
When gases are compressed, the pressure and/or the temperature increases. As the gas cloud 
gets more and more compressed, both the temperature and pressure increase. Eventually the 
temperature and pressure are high enough for nuclei of hydrogen to fuse. 
Fusion and the Strong Nuclear Force 
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The temperature needs to be very high for fusion to happen because the two nuclei that fuse 
are both positively charged, so they experience an electrostatic repulsion. At very high 
temperatures, they can be moving so fast they can get very close to each other. Once they get 
close enough, the strong nuclear force can bind them together and they fuse. 
Mass-Energy 
When the nuclei fuse the mass of the products is slightly less than the mass of the reactants. 
This mass difference is turned into energy according to the formula E = mc2  
A very good answer might cover all the above sections reasonably well, or 3 of the above sections 
thoroughly. 
 

14. Stars are not simply ‘hot balls of gas’. Describe the structure of a star and how energy flows through it 
and away from it. 

 
15. Astronomers believe that the Sun is a middle-aged star. Describe the changes that will happen to the 

Sun as it reaches the end of its life. How would the death of a much larger star be different? 
 

16. Astronomers claim to know a lot about some stars – the temperature of the surface, elements in it 
and much more. However all the information we have about a star is taken from measurements of the 
radiation that we receive from it. Describe the physics that allows astronomers to work out its 
temperature and the elements contained in a star using measurements of the radiation received from 
the star. 

 


